Dear parent,

We are very pleased to be able to welcome your child back into the academy and hope this
is a year with as little disruption as possible. While nothing is certain in the current climate,
we are committed to making sure your child adopts good learning habits and a routine so
that they can settle into their learning and do well.

An important part of this is your child’s homework. We are keen to develop independence in
our learners and, as a result, have structured a clear timetable for each year group that
enables them to build confidence, resilience and good subject knowledge.

Students now have a paper copy of their homework timetable, and the timetables for each
year group can also be found on the academy website. Students will receive work in specific
lessons on certain days, although this may change depending on the week, as our timetable
spans a fortnight.

We would appreciate it if you could support your child in the following ways:


Checking when their homework days are and making sure they complete the work



Encouraging them to work in a quiet space with no distractions (television, mobile
etc.)



Getting them to talk to you about what they need to learn or do



Encouraging them if they need a ‘nudge’ or some motivation



Praising them when they complete their homework

If, for any reason, there is a problem with your child’s homework or they have not received it,
please contact the subject teacher in the first instance.

Thank you for your support.

Mrs Hackett
Deputy Principal
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